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Recent scholarship on the Petersburg text has highlighted the remarkable cohesiveness of this ‘master
text’ across a vast literary landscape (Toporov 16; Crone and Day 99). From Pushkin to postmodernism,
artistic imaginings of the city have reproduced a series of codes (meteorological, topographical and
ethnographic) through which the Petersburg “made of verses and Russian prose” (Brodsky 93) is
represented as an eerie, foggy, duplicitously elegant and symmetrical city populated by foreigners and
outsiders. A fourth code, the eschatological, is also deeply embedded within the tradition of the
Petersburg text, and posits the inevitable apocalyptic violence that awaits Peter’s capital. One fascinating
question that scholarship has recently begun to explore (Barskova 695) is how different modes of
destruction have shaped the development of the Petersburg text. The proposed paper examines various
strategies for enacting the end of St. Petersburg, including Pushkin’s great flood, Dostoevsky’s vanishing
city and Bitov’s retracting theatre backdrop. Mandelshtam’s modernist Petersburg text The Egyptian
Stamp (1928), in which writing itself destroys both city and text, is taken as a special case study. The
concept of the end of St. Petersburg as an inscribed act is put forth as revealing of a characteristic but
latent violence within the act of writing itself.
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